To end the current recession, Congress and the Obama administration propose the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), an $825 billion fiscal stimulus package made up of tax cuts and federal spending. A significant component of this package consists of federal grants meant to help states facing unprecedented budget shortfalls.

While federal grants may provide temporary relief for state budgets, the size and scope of the proposed spending will worsen already-distorted state and local fiscal practices while creating perverse incentives inducing greater public spending with scarce state funds. By fracturing the link between those who benefit (local constituencies) and those who pay (federal taxpayers), ARRA reduces government accountability on all levels and ultimately erodes local control over policy by imposing federal solutions on local problems.

Instead of attempting a short-term fix of amplifying the grant system through an emergency stimulus package, the federal government should work to make state and local governments accountable for their own spending decisions. This means reducing states’ and localities’ reliance on federal funding for local priorities and allowing local activities to be addressed by the appropriate mechanisms: state and local governments and the private and philanthropic sectors.

BACKGROUND

In developing the stimulus package, Congress solicited input from governors and mayors. In December, the United States Conference of Mayors released a partial list of 15,221 projects, requested by 641 cities, to be funded through federal programs providing transit, highway, energy, economic development, and public safety grants to states.1 The mayors’ report provoked immediate reaction among commentators, with claims that it is full of pork and wasteful spending.2 While the report does
contain requests for traditional infrastructure projects such as sewers, rail lines, and roads, there are also requests for dog parks, aquariums, bike paths, civic centers, and tennis courts.

The debate over how to allocate stimulus funds points to three perennial issues with federal grants. First, how can grants be designed to achieve their purpose? Second, what are the effects of federal aid on states’ fiscal situations? And third, when is funding a local project with federal money “wasteful” as opposed to “legitimate” spending?

One intent of the ARRA is to help states overcome unexpected budget shortfalls. However, some of the budgetary problems facing the states may be due, in part, to the fiscal distortions of federal grants on state and local budgets.

Federal aid to the states and localities: the optimal design problem

Federal aid to the states falls under three categories: (a) general revenue sharing (pure cash transfers with no restrictions on usage), (b) block grants, which permit grantees to spend funds in accordance with broad federal guidelines, and (c) tightly controlled categorical grants that direct funds to specific uses. These categories contain additional features to ensure that funds are put to the right uses and that local and state governments do not rely solely on federal funds to achieve national policy objectives.

Optimal grant design has been debated for decades. Block grants tend to be popular with state and local governments since they allow more flexibility in how funds are ultimately spent. However, this flexibility also makes it harder to ensure that funds are put to the purpose envisioned by Congress. This may lead Congress to impose more regulations on block-grant usage, resulting in their “re-categorization.” These dueling views over grant design underscore the ongoing uncertainty from both Congress and grant recipients about the best way to target federal funds to address local problems such as economic development, social service provision, and public safety.

The fiscal effects of grants

One intent of the ARRA is to help states overcome unexpected budget shortfalls. However, some of the budgetary problems facing the states may be due, in part, to the fiscal distortions of federal grants on state and local budgets.

Grants induce spending.

One effect of federal grants on lower levels of government is that they may induce local public spending. Thus, because citizens can pass on part of the cost of local projects to federal taxpayers, they may demand more spending than they otherwise would. Citizens perceive the costs of public spending differently; more spending and taxing decisions are kept separate, creating a kind of “grant illusion.” Because of this illusion, federal aid comes with the impulse to spend more.

The matching requirement of many categorical grants also induces local spending. Matching stipulates that states commit some of their own resources as a condition of receiving federal aid. This is intended to ensure that federal funds supplement, rather than replace, local funding for designated activities. However, one unintended result is that states dedicate more resources than they would otherwise to areas where there isn’t much need in order to qualify for federal funding, leaving other areas underfunded.

Grants erode state and local autonomy.

Federal grants, by defining what goods and services need to be provided on the local level, affect how localities choose what mix of goods and services to provide to their citizens and how to provide them. Thus, federal grants may not meet the actual needs of states and localities. Federal grants mold state and local budgets and homogenize the provision of services. Federal funds may also subsidize unsustainable fiscal choices in recipient governments. By introducing a gap between the source of revenues (federal) and where funds are spent (localities and states), federal grants soften state and local budget constraints, dulling the fiscal consequences of local governments’ spending decisions and creating local constituencies. Ultimately, by reducing local governments’ autonomy, federal grants weaken their authority to make policy.

Grants weaken federalism.

Federal transfers weaken the institutions of federalism that enable a growing economy. Economic growth requires institutions that enable discovery and exploitation of gains from trade and thereby, wealth creation. A government strong enough to define and enforce property rights and contracts is also strong enough to confiscate wealth. Federalism provides a solution. By decentralizing power, federalism encourages local governments to design policies that compete for people and capital. To preserve markets, federalism must not
tamper with the hard budget constraint facing subnational governments. When the federal level bails out the lower level, it encourages subnational governments to live beyond their means, where they may “engage in more corruption, non-re-numerative benefits to interest groups, and endless subsidies to inefficient enterprises.”

**PORK VERSUS “LEGITIMATE” SPENDING**

To alleviate citizens’ concerns about waste, the Obama administration vows stimulus funds will be used wisely. The president plans to establish an Economic Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, to set a “new higher standard of accountability, transparency and oversight,” and to ban all earmarks, “so the American people will know where their precious tax dollars are going.” Draft legislation, however, resembles the mayors’ report in terms of the kinds of programs to be funded through the ARRA.17

Is this a contradiction? Not technically. Though many of the projects suggested by the mayors are identical to the kinds of projects often requested by members of Congress as earmarks18 (rules created by a member of Congress that direct agency funding to a specific use19), the mayors’ projects are not, strictly speaking, earmarks, because they were developed within the statutory guidelines of programs created by Congress and administered by agencies. Congress awards money to localities for parochial projects as requested by the president and administered by agencies through established programs. Pork is not “a subjective judgment of a project’s merit”—it is the circumvention of established budgetary procedures for projects that benefit narrow constituencies.20

Ultimately, the difference between pork and legitimate spending may be minimal. Consider that unlike entrepreneurs, government’s activity is not guided by monetary profit and loss: There is no guarantee that government funds are put to the best possible use. Pork spending may circumvent established budgetary procedures, but these procedures are no guarantee that the decisions made within the process to allocate taxed resources are the most desirable ones. Governments operate in the dark, whereas entrepreneurs receive constant feedback from consumers helping them reallocate resources according to what is most socially desirable.

In the end, whether a project represents pork or legitimate spending, the consequences are the same: Federal transfers fracture the relationship between those who benefit and those who pay. This produces a “disconnect of accountability.” Programs are defined by federal policies but executed by local government, magnifying political calculation in the allocation of funds.

**POLICY OPTIONS FOR CONGRESS AND THE NEW ADMINISTRATION**

*Increase monitoring of state and local use of federal funds.*

Increasing monitoring—through websites and auditing—and reporting of state use of federal funds makes it harder for policy makers at the state and local levels to spend money in ways not intended by the law, but it also reduces flexibility in how funds are spent. Moreover, while monitoring funds is a laudable auditing activity, it may not be sufficient to (a) identify undesirable fund allocations and (b) force governments to correct mistakes. However, considering policy makers’ limited capacity to allocate funds well and in the cases where monitoring is a low-cost activity, monitoring funds may actually make citizens better off. This is because increased monitoring helps reveal corruption and the poor use of public funds, making it harder for policy makers at the state and local levels to spend money in ways not intended by the law.

*Increase independence of states and localities by reducing dependence on federal transfers.*

That federal transfers take place is the fundamental issue at hand. Because the long-term unintended consequences of federal transfers cannot be mitigated through better drafting of proposed legislation, the only way to mitigate the problem in the long run is to reduce and eventually eliminate state dependence on the federal government.

First, this means increasing reliance on state and local funding (including private and philanthropic sources) for local priorities. Second, regarding public spending that must involve federal transfers (such as Medicare), federal and state governments should establish long-term plans to reduce dependence on federal funds.

**CONCLUSION**

The stimulus package aims to help states by infusing an unprecedented amount of money into the federal grant system. The most profound effect of such a decision, however, will be to deepen the disconnect between revenues and spending. The mayors’ report is a “created demand” for public spending. Local projects result from beneficiaries’ interpretation of federal regulations. The projects are federally decreed and defined by local government and special interests, and thus may not represent citizen needs.

Pundits and others may focus on whether ARRA contains pork, but the real danger is that more federal transfers will amplify the negative effects of the grant system, thereby weakening the autonomy and accountability of local governments and, eventually, the very institution of federalism upon which the entire economy rests.
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